
I/12/22 MATH4038 Tutorial

Reminders:

Assignment 6 due tonight 11:59pm.
Final: 9 Dee 1530-1758 of Chimesity Gymnasin.

&Deg:
x: (a,b] -> M isapierregular, simple, eledance if i

· simple: et..tzE(a,b), tiftz, x(ti) +&(tz) .
- ebosed:<(a)=x(b) ·
- piecewise regular: 7a=to <t, > ...<tr<trt=b sot- x is differentiable and

regular on each (titi) 5.0, ...,K.

Each X(ti) is called a rentex ofX at each rentex, wehave an extentangle fi
&

<oMt
GetETR



Mis a regular surface. a connected region RCM is regular, if Riscompact and has

anboundaryfrothfite union of simple, closed, piecewise regular suns heen
intersection here.

R.

BET Bid *
a triangulationt ofR isafinite family offeringles to sit.

1) R=En
2) if FiRT, then they either here acommon edge or a common rentee only

~edges

vocton x() = F-E +Vi-Eahez-Poncate Chenacteristicon the
#of"triangles



Facts,

1) Every regular region & admits a tremolationI

2) X for Robert depend ouchoice of triangulation, so XCR) is well-defined
3) Classification of compact surfaces: MCRP compact connected surface, then M is tomorphic
to a sphere / number of handles g (genus) attachedand

x(M) =2-2g g
=0,1,2,... #ology

4)If X(M1) =x(Ms),
j- =. ⑯ - Ci then M, = M2.

...
↓ S

x(s)=2 -

⑤ ⑤
x(T) =0 x =- S

--.



Gbbal Gauss-Bonnet the: Let RCM be a regularion of anariented surface, and
le4.(z.... In be the simple, closed, piecewise regular Chen forming the
breayXR, witheach positively eniented, and let c, ..., Op bethe exterior
angles; then

EfngIoIds +IfKde +9=2TX(M).
EFFdude

(When Mis compact, oriented, as boneley) -

cor: We can view Mana regular region w/ us banday (ie. (M= 0), so weget.

JSKdor =2FX(M



App: Anycompact surface of everywhere positive enventure is themesmaphic tothesphere.
P: Since K30, 0<9pKdE= 24X(M)> X(MK 0.

I"is the only compact surface 2) position X. -> XCM) =x(SY

-> M=52/
App2: Let M be compact, oriented, regular surface in R

b
not homosmorphic to 32.

then show that achieves both positive and negative values

Bf1: Since MS3, XCM)<0 Sdr <0., so that means I cannot be
everywhere positive
Since Mis complect, by ealife in servester, we know that i contains at least
one elliptic point po,when K<(p)>0.5sK cannot be regarine everywhere either

& 2: Lock of f(p) = 1p11....



do came 4-6/4-7.

One future application: an overtable compact surface M then a differentiable
nector field us no singular points iff Mis homeomerphic tothe terms.


